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Abstract 
In recent years, Social Networking Services (SNSs) are growing in popularity, and generating new articles moment by moment. However, 
when huge article streams are delivered from the SNS, it is not easy to browse them efficiently because users would sometimes skip valuable 
articles. In this paper, we propose a method to recommend an unread article in order to achieve efficient browsing. Our method estimates the 
preference of a user on a delivered article based on the browsing behavior of the user, and predicts the preference of each unread article based 
on the collaborative filtering approach. Our system estimates the value of each unread article for the target user based on the behaviors of users 
who might be highly similar to the target user's behavior of reading articles, and utilizes the estimation results for composing unread articles 
into a stream in an appropriate order to realize efficient browsing. 
 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, social networking services such as Twitter1, Weibo2 are spreading rapidly and widely. Users can publish 
articles about their personal experiences, impressions on news and so on in their daily lives on SNSs. Therefore various types of 
articles are delivered in real time as a stream. Under this background, the processing of big stream data to discover and use 
contents effectively attracted more and more attention[1]. At present, for obtaining necessary information from big data, the 
keyword-based search engine such as Google3 and Yahoo!4 is used to provide the information estimated valuable and interesting 
to users. However, in the case of Twitter and Weibo, the article stream that is provided to a user contains both valuable articles 
and valueless articles for the user. Therefore, browsing all the contents to find the concern information would be impossible and 
awful for the users of the SNSs. In general, users of the SNSs do not always pursue to completely understand the delivered 
articles, but to pick out the valuable articles by "skip reading", and judge the value on some segments of article usually. 
 
 
 
1 http://www.twitter.com    2 http://www.Weibo.com   3 http://www.google.com 4 http://www.yahoo.co.jp 
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Fig. 1. Overview of proposed system 
 
However, some valuable articles for users are likely to be missed and skipped by "skip reading". Until now, many researches 
and efforts on estimating valuable content for users have been made based on natural language processing techniques[2], such as 
keyword-based technique. However, it is difficult to estimate valuable contents effectively based on the natural language 
processing techniques, because articles of Twitter and Weibo can have limited number of characters, non-normative grammar 
and so on. 
However, some valuable articles for users are likely to be missed and skipped by "skip reading". Until now, many researches 
and efforts on estimating valuable content for users have been made based on natural language processing techniques[2], such as 
keyword-based technique. However, it is difficult to estimate valuable contents effectively based on the natural language 
processing techniques, because articles of Twitter and Weibo can have limited number of characters, non-normative grammar 
and so on.  
On the other hand, with the rapid growth of touch panel technology, more and more users become to use smart phones to 
browse articles published on the SNS. Further, user’s operating behavior to the smart phone is possible to be achieved. Here, the 
user’s operating behavior is defined to the movement of a finger of the user when operating a smart phone. 
In this paper, under the hypothesis that user’s behaviors on a smart phone reflects the value of a browsed article, we introduce 
a method to realize efficient browsing of a SNS stream. This method is based on the concept of the collaborative filtering, which 
is a typical method of information recommendation based the similarity of user’s behaviors. An overview of this method is 
shown in Figure 1. In this method, the effective browsing is realized by estimating the time for unread articles, on the basis of the 
similarities of behavior between the user and the other users. 
This paper is organized as the followings. In Chapter 2, related works are referred. Chapter 3 introduces the background and 
approaches of the research. Chapter 4 describes the relationship between the interest of a user on an article and the behavior of 
the user for browsing it. The evaluation method and experiments on the value of article estimation are shown in Chapter 5 and 
Chapter 6. Finally, a summary of this paper and future works are shown in Chapter 7. 
2. Related works 
Up to now, many researches about discovering and recommending[3] valuable contents for individual users from a large 
amount of stored contents have been done actively, and many recommender systems have been proposed. In those 
recommendation systems[4-7], one of the most widely used technique is the collaborative filtering method. The collaborative 
filtering method is often used in recommendations of products, movies, and so on. The basic idea of the collaborative filtering 
method is that recommending items are determined by estimating the users’ preferences through the similarity analysis of the 
past behavior data. Further, the recommending contents of some systems are optimized by collecting and analyzing the 
feedback[8] from users. In other words, in those systems, users’ feedbacks are used to improve the accuracy of recommendation. 
However, on the other hand, the request of feedbacks from users also would increase burden on users. 
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Heretofore, various methods for collaborative filtering have been proposed. Among those methods, the memory-based and 
model-based approaches have been widely utilized.  
z The basic idea of model-based collaborative filtering methods is to make models of users’ behaviors using statistical 
algorithms through analysis of the users’ past action history and evaluations. On a basis of those models, characteristic 
values are predicted and the recommended targets are determined. In those models, the heuristics are utilized for 
predicting the evaluation of the target users without using machine learning techniques. The classical model-based 
collaborative filtering methods are Bayesian networks[18], clustering[19][20], rule-based models[25]. The performance of the 
model-based collaborative filtering algorithm[17] is improved because of the removal of noise data using various statistical 
methods. However, due to that a lot of time is taken to model and build the collaborative filtering system, it is difficult to 
make a rapid response for the online environment which updated information in real time.  
z The memory-based approach[10] is researched earlier than the model-based approach. Collaborative filtering methods are 
based on the memory-based approach and they are widely used in commercial services[21-23] such as Amazon. Typically, 
those methods estimate the values of items for the target user based on the similarities between other users. The 
similarities are measured by analyzing the evaluation from other users. As a result, the top-N individual items would be 
recommended to the target users. Many collaborative filtering techniques adopt the cosine-based similarity[27][28] or 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient [29] for calculation of the similarities.  
In spite of these means, have a potential to enhance performance for wider range of researches. However, in order to make a 
recommendation, these approaches are necessary to acquire the evaluated scores given by users manually. Only take advantage 
of these means is difficult to realize smooth browsing and increasing burden on users. 
 
Fig. 2. Idea for estimating unread article’s value. 
 
3. Framework 
This research aims to develop a method to support a user to browse a SNS stream. Our method can improve the efficiency of 
browsing unread articles, when the users use their smart phone to browse them. 
In our proposal method, a collaborative filtering technique for information recommendation is utilized to filter valuable 
articles effectively based on estimating the similarities of behaviors between users. Figure 2 illustrates how to estimate the value 
of the unread articles for the target user in our method. By, our estimation method is based on the assumption that articles that 
have not read by the target user and have been judged as valuable by other users who are similar with the target user would be 
also valuable for target user too. Of course, it is impossible to make some users evaluate each article explicitly.  In psychology, 
mental processes would influence human behaviors. Therefore browsing behaviors on an article would be utilized for estimating 
the value of the article. However, the relevance between the value of an article and browsing behaviors of the article is needed to 
verify experimentally. There are many types of browsing behaviors that we can observe. In this paper, we focused on the reading 
speed and flicking speed of an article in a SNS stream.  
The reading speed 䡎ݒ௜is defined as the number of characters that are processed in a unit time for an article i. The following 
formula gives the formal definition.  
䡎ݒ௜ ൌ
݈݁݊݃ݐ݄௜
ݐ݅݉݁௜
ǥ ሺͳሻ 
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Here, ݈݁݊݃ݐ݄௜represents the number of characters of an article i, and ݐ݅݉݁௜represents the display time (milliseconds) of article i. 
Higher reading speed for an article would represent higher possibility to skip it in user browsing.  
   The flicking speed ݂ݒ௜is defined as the length of the trajectory of the finger on the touch screen of the smart phone when the 
user changes the articles for reading. The following formula gives the formal definition. 
݂ݒ௜ ൌ
݀݅ݏݐ௜
݀ݑݎ௜
ǥ ሺʹሻ 
Here, ݀݅ݏݐ௜ represents the length of (pixels) of the finger during the flick operation for displaying the next content from the 
article i, and ݀ݑݎ௜  represents moving time (milliseconds). 
4. Automatic estimation of the value of an article based on user behaviors 
In order to estimate the value of an unread article based on browsing behaviors, we need to prove the existence of relationship 
between the value and browsing behaviors. This section show the experimental results that the users’ behaviors on articles reflect 
the value of them using Weibo and Twitter. The purpose of this experiment is to reveal the relationship between the value of an 
article in a SNS stream and users’ behaviors while browsing it. The dataset that was used in this experiment is generated from the 
streams of SNS articles. We asked the participants of our experiments to evaluate the value of the articles by using 1-to-5 rating 
scale, and we analyzed the relationships between the scores on an article and the browsing behaviors on it. 
4.1. User interface 
Commonly, many user interfaces employ the scroll down schema for browsing a SNS stream on a smartphone. However, 
occurrences of skip reading are inevitable in this schema. Therefore, we employed an alternative schema for browsing a SNS 
stream. Our interface displays just one article in a SNS stream at one time and the next article in the stream appears by the users’ 
flick operation on the current article. The configuration of the smartphone is shown as the following: CPU: 1.6GHz, Memory: 2 
GB, Display size: 4.8 inches, OS: Android ™ 4.1.1. 
4.2. Reading speed analysis 
In order to analyze the relationship between behaviors and the value of an article, we selected 100 articles, which are 
distributed on November 30, 2013 in Weibo, randomly as a dataset. We requested the participants to browse the articles in the 
dataset individually with our browsing interface on a smart phone. After each participant had browsed the all articles in the 
dataset, we asked the participant to score the value of each browsed articles by the 1-to-5 rating scale where 5 represents the 
highest value and 1 represents the lowest value. On the other hand, we measured the time for browsing each article by each 
participant for analyzing the relationship between the value of an article and the time for browsing. The participants consist of 4 
Chinese graduated students and college students who daily use Weibo. Figure 3 shows the experiment results. 
                  
Fig. 3. Experimental results of reading speed (unit: word/ms).                               Fig. 4. Experimental results of flicking speed (unit: pixel/ms). 
 
4.3. Flicking speed analysis 
We conducted experiments to analyze the relationship between the value of an article and the flicking behavior on it. The 
dataset consist of 56 articles from Twitter, which are randomly selected from the data stream distributed on December 3, 2013. 
The participants are request to browse every article in the dataset individually with our interface on a smartphone. After each 
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participant had browsed the all articles in the dataset, we asked the participant to score the value of each browsed articles by the 
1-to-5 rating scale where 5 represents the highest value and 1 represents the lowest value. The experimenters consist of 3 
Japanese graduated students and college students who daily use Twitter. In order to analyze the relationship between the flicking 
speed on an article and its value, the flicking speed for each article is measured individually. Figure 4 shows the results of the 
experiments.  
4.4. Discussion 
From the results of the experiments, we can observe the following features on the relationships of the browsing behaviors and 
the value of the browsed articles.  
x When an article is valuable for a user, the browsing speed on it trends to be slowed down. Conversely, when an article is 
valueless for a user, the browsing speed tends to be fast. 
x When an article is valuable for a user, the flicking speed on it tends to be slowed down. On the other hand, when an article is 
valueless, the flicking speed on it tends to be speeded up conversely.  
x The browsing behaviors on an article would reflect the value of the article for a user regardless of the differences of the 
languages. 
Based on the experiment results, it can be considered that the reading speed and flicking speed of an article in a SNS stream 
would be very effective for estimating the value of the article. Conventionally the estimation of the value of an article is 
performed based on keyword based techniques, which are requires users to input some keywords or to post some articles on SNS. 
On the other hand, our behavior-based technique does not require users to input no keyword. Therefore our technique can be 
applied to estimate the preferences of each user by analyzing users’ behaviors of smartphone operation automatically.  
5. Behavioral collaborative filtering on SNS streams 
In this section, we introduce a collaborative filtering method based on user behaviors. Our proposal method aims to estimate 
the value of unread articles based on user behaviors. Firstly, our system collects users who have read the same articles that the 
target user has read. Secondly, the score for each article of each user is estimated based on the reading speed and flicking speed 
of the article. Thirdly, the score for each article that the target user have not read is estimated using collaborative filtering 
technique. We define our method in the followings. 
A set of article, a set of evaluation, and a set of behaviors are ܥൌ ሼܿଵǡ ܿଶǡڮ ǡ ܿ௡ሽ, ܧ ൌ ሼ݁ଵǡ ݁ଶǡڮ ǡ ݁௡ሽ ܤ ൌ ሼܾଵǡ ܾଶǡڮ ǡ ܾ௡ሽ 
respectively. ݁௜ represents the evaluation score on the article ܿ௜, and ܾ௜ represents the browsing behavior of the article ܿ௜. In our 
model, a user ݑ can be represented by triple ൌ ሺܥ௨ǡ ܤ௨ǡ ܧ௨ሻ . In addition, a browsing behavior ܾ ൌ ሺݒ௥ǡ ݒ௙ሻ consists of the reading 
speed ݒ௥  and flicking speed ݒ௙. 
ݒ௥ǡ ݒ௙ǡ ݁  are normalized as the followings:. 
ݒ௥௜ ൌ
௩೚ೝ೔ି௩ೝതതത
ఙ ǥ ሺ͵ሻ       ݒ௙௜ ൌ
௩೚೑೔ି௩೑തതതത
ఙ ǥ ሺͶሻ݁௜ ൌ
௘೚೔ି௘ҧ
ఙ ǥ ሺͷሻ 
Whereݒ௢௥௜  is the original value and  ݒ௥௜ is the normalization value and, ݒ௥ഥ  represents the mean value, ߪ represents the standard 
deviation. Formula (4), (5) uses also the same notations. 
5.1. User contribution to an article 
The sets of articles that are distributed to each user are different. In order to estimate the value of an unread article for the 
target user, our system have to select sufficient other users who have read the article. In order to evaluate the sufficiency of a user, 
we introduce the contribution.  The contribution of a user ݑ௞  to the target user ݑ is defined as following where ܥ௨  and ܥ௨ೖ 
represents the set of articles that the target user has read, and the set of articles that the user ݑ௞ has read respectively. 
ܥ݋݊ݐݎܾ݅ݑݐ݅݋݊ሺݑǡ ݑ௞ሻ ൌ 
ȁܥݑ ת ܥ௨ೖȁ
ȁܥݑ ׫ ܥ௨ೖȁ
ǥ ሺ͸ሻ 
5.2. User similarity 
The similarities between the target user and other users are calculated by the cosine similarity measure, which is one of classic 
similarity calculation measures. As the ordinary cosine of the trigonometric function, the cosine similarity represents the 
proximity of the angle between user’s vectors. The vectors are more similar when the cosine similarity closer to 1, and to the 
contrast, not similar to closer to 0. Figure 5 shows the image of our similarity function between users which is defined as 
Formula (7) where ݊ represents the number of articles that both ݑ and ݑ௞  have read and ݎ represents a parameter. 
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Fig. 5. The similarity measure of users. 
 
5.3. Value estimation for unread article 
The value of unread article for the target user is estimated by utilizing the scores of other users for the same article that are 
estimated based on the behaviours when they read. In order to realize it, we used fitting curves[30]. We assumed that the pair of 
the score ݁௜  that represents the value of an article and its corresponding behavior ሺݒ௥௜ǡ ݁௜ሻሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡǥ ǡ ݊ሻ can be obtained. A 
fitting curve can be defined as Formula (8). 
௠ܲሺݔሻ ൌ ܽ଴ ൅ ܽଵݔ ൅ ڮ൅ ܽ௠ݔ௠ ǥ ሺͺሻ 
The approximate fitting curve can be presented by function ݁௥͛ ൌ ݂ܿሺݒ௥ሻ,  and the minimum ܽ௜can be sought the following 
formula. 
ܨሺܽ଴ǡ ܽଵǡ ǥ ǡ ܽ௠ሻ ൌ෍ߪଶ
௡
௜ୀଵ
ൌ෍ሾ݁௜ െ ௠ܲሺݒ௥௜ሻሿଶ
௡
௜ୀଵ
ǥ ሺͻሻ 
Then 
μ
μ୨
ൌ ʹ෍ሾ୧ െ ୫ሺ୰୧ሻሿ୰୧
୨
୬
୧ୀଵ
ൌ ʹ෍൥୧ െ෍୩୰୧୩
୫
୩ୀ଴
൩ ୰୧
୨
୬
୧ୀ଴
ൌ Ͳǥ ሺͳͲሻ 
Therefore, it is obtained by following condition. 
෍ܽ௞ ൭෍ݒ௥௜
௞ା௝
௡
௜ୀଵ
൱ ൌ෍݁௜ݒ௥௜
௝ ǥ ሺͳͳሻ
௡
௜ୀଵ
௠
௞ୀ଴
 
The approximate fitting curve of ௙݁͛ ൌ ݂ܿሺݒ௙ሻ can be calculated, in the same manner. The values ݁Ԣ is estimated from the behaviors. 
݁͛ ൌ ߙ ή ݁௥ ൅ ሺͳ െ ߙሻ ή ௙݁ߙ א ሾͲǡͳሿǥ ሺͳʹሻ 
Finally, the value of unread article ௨ܸ௔ for the target user is estimated based on the similarity between the target user and other users. The 
formula for the estimation id defined as the following: 
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௨ܸ௔㸻݁௨തതത ൅
σ ݏ݅݉ሺݑǡ ݑ௞ሻ כ ܥ݋݊ݐݎܾ݅ݑݐ݅݋݊ሺݑǡ ݑ௞ሻ כ ሺ݁௨௔
͛ െ ݁௨ೖതതതതሻே௞ୀଵ
σ ሺݏ݅݉ሺݑǡ ݑ௞ሻሻே௞ୀଵ
ǥ ሺͳ͵ሻ 
Where ݁௨തതത is the average evaluation of all the article that the target user have read. ݁௨ೖതതതത is the average evaluation of all the articles 
that  other users have read. And ݁௨௔
͛  is the estimated value of the article that browsed by user ݑ௞. 
6. Experimental evaluation 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted some experiments. We selected TF/IDF[31] 
method and the collaborative filtering by using TF/IDF method as baselines.  As the evaluation criteria, we employ Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE)[32]. Compared to our proposal method, the other methods estimated the unread articles in a social stream 
by calculating the similarity of users’ interests and preference, based on the TF/IDF weighting on the articles that each user have 
read, and the similarity is calculated by the following formula.  
ݏ݅݉ሺݑǡ ݑ௞ሻ ൌ
σ ȁ݁௨௜ െ௡௜ୀଵ ݁௨௞೔ȁ
݊ ǥ ሺͳͶሻ 
MAE is one of the indicators to evaluate the quality of estimation in the numerical prediction problems. It represents a 
deviation that shows how much dispersion of the estimated value from the average actual evaluation. MAE is defined as the 
following: 
ܯܣܧ ൌ
σ ȁ݁௜ െ ݁௜͛ ȁ േ ߝ௡௜ୀଵ
݊ ߝ א ሾͲǡͲǤͳሿǥ ሺͳͷሻ 
Where ߝ is the error parameter. 
   In the experiment, 10 participants browsed 100 articles individually. The results of MAE calculated by each method are shown 
in Figure 6. In addition, the accuracy of the estimation of the proposal method was proved to be higher while the number of the 
articles increased. The mean absolute error decreased while the number of the users with a higher similarity increased, as well. 
These results show that our proposal method to estimate the value of an article by the behavioral collaborative filtering is 
proved to be practical, and has a relatively good effect. However, due to the increased stream of data, the amount of the 
calculation also increased, and this may cause a deviation of some behaviors by different users. This problem would be deeply 
considered in the next step of this research.  
 
Fig. 6. Proposed method comparison with baselines. 
 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a collaborative filtering method for browsing social streams efficiently on a smartphone. Our 
method utilize the user’s behaviors of browsing articles in the social streams for estimating the values of each unread article of 
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the target user. The similarities of the target user with other users are estimated from the browsing behaviors on the stream. 
Prerequisite for implementing our method is a possibility that the value of an article can be estimated via user’s behaviors. By 
experimental research, the possibility that a correlation between the value of an article and flicking speed and reading speed of 
browsing it has proved. We have implemented the above-mentioned techniques, and obtained better performance than the 
baselines through evaluation experiments.  
We have some future works. In order to realize smooth browsing, it need to estimate the value of an article from the user’s 
behaviors without the scores given by users manually. In addition, the subject of this study is worked on the social stream articles 
at real-time, it is necessary to develop a method to present more and more efficient. Therefore, with the use of hybrid-based 
collaborative filtering approach, it is expected that to achieve processing speed and quality of the estimated effective enables, 
efficient browsing results in further improvement. 
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